When a spacecraft lands, a large shock load can lead to undesirable responses such as rebound and tripping. The authors previously discussed the problem of controlling these shock responses using momentum exchange impact dampers. An active/passive hybrid momentum exchange impact damper, which included an active actuator, was proposed. The momentum exchange impact dampers' performances are evaluated by the maximum rebound height, which is proportional to the mechanical energy of the spacecraft. However, the time responses of the energies have not been explained. In addition, the effectiveness of momentum exchange impact dampers was evaluated only in a onedimensional motion simulation. This paper includes theoretical analyses, simulation studies, and experiments. The time responses of the energies of momentum exchange impact dampers are discussed. This paper proposes a robust landing gear system for spacecraft using a hybrid momentum exchange impact damper and evaluates its robustness against ground stiffness variation. First, momentum exchange impact dampers are applied to a mass-damper-spring model, which takes the ground viscosity into account. Next, the proposed model's effectiveness is verified by simulation studies and some experimental results. Finally, this paper studies two-dimensional motion analyses to address rotational motion. = velocity of the spacecraft at the moment of landing in the hybrid momentum exchange impact damper case, m∕s v d1 = absolute velocity of the damper mass at the moment of takeoff, m∕s v d2 = absolute velocity of the damper mass at the moment of damper mass separation, m∕s x b t = absolute displacement of the body mass, m x b1 = absolute displacement of the spacecraft at the moment of takeoff, m x b2 = absolute displacement of the spacecraft at the moment of damper mass separation, m x b2 = absolute displacement of the body mass in Sec. V (normal to the slope), m x bn t = absolute displacement of the body mass in Sec. V (normal to the slope), m 
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High-resolution observations of the lunar surface have been achieved using NASA's Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera [2] . The spatial resolution of its lunar surface observations is 50 cm∕pixel. As this is the highest-resolution observation possible from lunar orbit, there are limitations with regard to finding flat and safe landing locations previously. In terms of landing accuracy, the Japanese lunar lander called SELENE-2 [3] aims for an accuracy of less than 1 km [4] . The most accurate landing for a manned exploration is the 170 m error achieved by Apollo 12 [5] . This is an error of the preselected point and the final landing location. However, the most accurate landing of an unmanned exploration is approximately 3 km [6] . This is an error of the final aiming point, which was decided from the lunar orbit and the final landing location. Thus, spacecraft are not likely to land accurately, even if flat and safe locations are found. For these reasons, spacecraft are often forced to undergo an unstable landing; e.g., the U.S. unmanned spacecraft Surveyor V landed on the edge of a crater [7] .
The lunar module in the Apollo mission used an aluminum honeycomb material in the cantilever design [8] . This mechanism dissipates the shock energy by plastic deformation. Similar mechanisms have been studied by using carbon-fiber-reinforced plastics [9] and aluminum foam [10] for the landing gear, and so on. Furthermore, another study [11] explored the deceleration of the spacecraft before landing through momentum exchange to reduce the landing shock.
Hara et al. focused on the control of tripping and rebound and proposed the application of momentum exchange impact dampers (MEIDs) [12] . A MEID is, put simply, a mechanism that can be explained by a billiards principle, as shown in Fig. 2 ; that is, the MEID reduces the shock response of an object by exchanging the momentum of the object with MEID's own momentum. The MEID is comparable to a two-mass system consisting of a controlled object and a mass called a "damper mass". According to [12] , MEIDs can be classified into two types according to the type of mechanism employed for momentum transfer. The first type is the passive MEID (PMEID) [13, 14] , which is composed only of passive elements such as linear springs and dashpots. The other one is the active MEID (AMEID) [12, 15, 16] , which includes active actuators. Compared to the PMEID, the AMEID can greatly reduce the influence of shock responses because of its effective momentum exchange through the Fig. 1 Computer-generated image of a landing of a spacecraft on the moon. actuators. The exchange is possible because the actuators induce active repelling forces in both the object and the damper [12] .
However, it is difficult to find a strong enough actuator for the AMEID to repel damper mass. To increase the effectiveness of the PMEID with optimal design parameters, a mechanism that uses actuators in combination with passive elements has been suggested [17] . The mechanism is called an active/passive hybrid MEID (HMEID). To apply MEIDs to actual problems, it is necessary to investigate the effective design parameters of MEIDs. The design parameters of MEIDs are the mass of the damper and the contact stiffness between the controlled object and the damper mass. The optimal design parameters of a PMEID for a single-legged model have been derived by theoretical analyses in a previous paper [17] . A simple stiffness control algorithm has been applied to a HMEID. Its robustness against ground stiffness variation has been clarified through feedback control. However, the time responses of the energies of the theoretical models of spacecrafts have not been explained. In addition, the effectiveness of MEIDs was evaluated only in simulations with one-dimensional (1-D) motion. Experimental investigation has not been conducted at all. This paper focuses on the time responses of the energies of MEIDs to discuss MEID performances in detail. When a spacecraft lands on the ground, the potential energy of the MEID spring is temporarily stored and soon released. In the case of a HMEID, an actuator gives energy to the spacecraft and damper mass. During this process, the mechanical energy of the spacecraft body is reduced; consequently, the maximum rebound height is reduced. The active element in the HMEID is indispensable for improving robustness against ground stiffness variation.
The MEID model proposed in this paper considers the ground viscosity and mass of the MEID spring to accurately describe the experiment setup. The model is called the single-legged massdamper-spring (MDS) model. The MDS model with a HMEID corresponds to the robust landing gear proposed in this paper.
The main purpose of this paper is to discuss MEID performances from a viewpoint of time responses of the energies, to verify the robustness of the robust landing gear, and to denote MEID performance in two-dimensional (2-D) motion. The research includes theoretical analyses, simulation studies, and experimental studies. In the experimental studies, single-legged spacecraft models with MEIDs are dropped on various types of rubber pads, and the MEID performance and robustness against ground stiffness are evaluated. These studies correspond to a part of the simulation analysis that is conducted. Landing of a single-legged model on a slope is also studied by simulation to discuss the case of 2-D motion.
The actuators for HMEIDs can be electric motors consisting of coils and magnets, thrusters that are generally mounted on spacecraft, explosives that generate great force by a simple mechanism, and so on. However, thrusters cannot expel enough mass in a short time, and explosives generate only a one-way force. Thus, this paper assumes the use of electric motors. The landings described in this paper resemble experiments conducted on Earth. For this reason, this paper follows the 1/6G similarity rule [18] , which is derived from lunar gravity, which is one-sixth that of the Earth.
II. Momentum Exchange Impact Damper Theoretical Analyses
The results in [17] were based on theoretical analyses: experimental investigations were not conducted. The models in [17] were single-legged mass-spring (MS) models, which consist of a damper mass and a body mass connected by a MEID spring. The ground dynamics in the MS models were described by a spring element to simplify the theoretical analyses. In contrast, this paper aims to conduct analyses using the single-legged MDS model, which describes the ground dynamics more precisely. This paper also aims to verify the effectiveness of the HMEID by experiments.
This section provides an overview of the MEID theoretical analyses in [17] . Readers may refer to the details in [17] . First, the single-legged MS model with MEIDs in [17] is introduced. Then, the design parameter optimization problem of a PMEID is discussed. Using the optimization result, the application of a stiffness control algorithm, which controls the design parameter, is introduced. Figure 3 presents the single-legged MS model without the damper mass (Fig. 3a) , the model with the PMEID (Fig. 3b) , the model with the AMEID (Fig. 3c) , and the model with the HMEID (Fig. 3d) [17] . The MS model is a simplified model of the controlled object model in Sec. IV. The model in Sec. IV includes the MEID spring mass m s and the dashpot elements. (Details in this model are described in Sec. IV.) It is too complex for theoretical analyses. The nominal parameters for the analysis examples in this paper are summarized in Table 1 . The landing-takeoff phenomenon of each model in Fig. 3 is separated into the following four phases: 1) phase 0: before the landing; 2) phase 1: after landing, before takeoff; 3) phase 2: after takeoff, before damper mass separation; and 4) phase 3: after damper mass separation.
A. Momentum Exchange Impact Damper Theoretical Models
These phase transitions are schematically depicted in Fig. 4 . Here, landing is defined as the first moment that the spacecraft touches the ground [x b t 0]. The spacecraft will soon leave the ground and the displacement becomes zero again. This moment is defined as the takeoff. Subsequently, the displacement of the damper mass becomes equal to that of the spacecraft [
This moment is called the damper mass separation. The times of landing, takeoff, and damper mass separation are defined as t t 0 , t 1 , and t 2 , respectively. For simplicity, this paper does not deal with events in which the damper mass separates before takeoff.
B. Passive Momentum Exchange Impact Damper Optimization
The controlled model in [17] is treated as a time-varying model that changes as a result of the phase transitions. The state equation of the PMEID is described in [17] .
Because this paper applies MEIDs to the 1-D falling-type problem, the rebound height of the spacecraft is evaluated. Based on the model that was introduced in Fig. 3 , this paper quantitatively describes the rebound height. A parameter that minimizes the rebound is then developed.
The state vector for the PMEID is
The damper mass separation state x m t 2 x m2 is described as follows:
where x m t 1 x m1 x d1 x b1 v d1 v b1 T corresponds to the takeoff state. In phase 3, after the damper mass separation, the spacecraft is in free fall. The state of the body mass in this phase is described as follows:
Equation (2) shows that the velocity of the spacecraft becomes zero when t − t 2 v b2 ∕g. At this time, the rebound height of the spacecraft peaks. This height corresponds to the rebound height h r and is described as follows:
Here, the mechanical energy M e that the spacecraft has at the moment of damper mass separation is described as follows:
where P e m b gx b2 and K e m b v 2 b2 ∕2. The mechanical energy M e is proportional to the rebound height h r in Eq. (3). Hence, the minimization of the mechanical energy M e of the spacecraft at the moment of damper mass separation corresponds to the minimization of the rebound height h r . Therefore, this paper regards the contact stiffness k d that minimizes the mechanical energy of the spacecraft M e as the optimal design parameter for the PMEID. The PMEID with optimal k d is called the optimal PMEID in this paper.
C. Hybrid Momentum Exchange Impact Damper Control System Design
This section discusses a method to improve the performance of MEIDs through active control. In this paper, a voice coil motor that possesses the following dynamics is employed for the HMEID actuator:
where τ e is the actuator electric time constant. The virtual stiffness of the MEID spring coefficient k d is realized by the HMEID actuator using the following control force:
If the inductance of the actuator is neglected, the control input voltage is given by the following law:
The HMEID conducts the stiffness control in phase 2 (after takeoff). Then, the HMEID state varies, and the mechanical energy of the spacecraft M e is also changed as follows:
Here, the optimal contact stiffness k d minimizes the mechanical energy of the spacecraft M e . From Eq. (8) 
III. Simulation Studies
This section discusses the effectiveness and robustness of MEIDs by simulations. Simulations are conducted for three configurations of the system: 1) the system without the damper mass, 2) the system with a PMEID, and 3) the system with a HMEID.
The values of the landing parameters are summarized in Table 1 . The initial position of the spacecraft is 0.50 m above ground on Earth in all cases. Following the 1/6G similarity rule [18] , the initial position corresponds to a height of 3.0 m above the lunar surface. The state equation is computed according to the fourth-order RungeKutta method. The sampling period of the simulation response computation is set to 0.1 ms in order to avoid diffusing the calculation. However, the sampling period of the control input voltage is set to 10 times that of the simulation computation: 1.0 ms. Figure 5 presents the single-legged MDS model without the damper mass (Fig. 5a ), the model with the PMEID (Fig. 5b) , and the model with the HMEID (Fig. 5c ). The MDS model is the original model in this paper. It is different from the models in [17] . The models in [17] are the same as the models described in Fig. 3 . The MDS model is a simplified model of the controlled object model that is described subsequently in Sec. IV. In this simulation section, the friction elements of the linear guide in the model in Sec. IV, c fg and f rg , are ignored to better understand the essentials of the MEID.
A. Spacecraft Model with Momentum Exchange Impact Dampers
These models add additional elements to the models in Fig. 3 : the mass of the MEID spring m s and the dashpot elements with damping coefficients c c , c d , and c f to conduct more precise simulations.
Contact between the spacecraft and the ground in the models in this section is achieved by passive elements: the spring, with stiffness k f , and the dashpot, with a damping coefficient c f . However, the assumed passive elements of the ground generate an upward force only. This characteristic is called one-side effectiveness [12] . In this paper, a damping mechanism using MEIDs is called the damper, and the linear passive damping element is called the dashpot. The two are clearly distinct. Contact between the spacecraft and the MEID spring is described by the contact stiffness k c and the contact dashpot element with a damping coefficient c c . In the model with a HMEID, an actuator force acts between the body mass and the damper mass.
The values of the model parameters are also summarized in Table 1 . The damper and body masses of the three models in Fig. 5 were set the same for this paper. Thus, the total masses of the models with MEIDs are the same. The total mass determines the amount of fuel for launching. Hence, the fuel amount is matched. The spacecraft response on the moon is duplicated on the Earth in this paper. Following the 1/6G similarity rule [18] , the total mass of 4.6 kg on the Earth approximately corresponds to 4.6 × 6 3 ≈ 1000 kg above the lunar surface. The ground stiffness k f and ground viscosity c f are assumed to be linear with the penetration depth in this paper. The values of k f and c f are determined by preliminary experiments.
B. Simulation Study for Passive Momentum Exchange Impact Damper Optimization
This subsection discusses the optimization of the design parameter k d for the PMEID.
In the actual experimental system, the mass m s and the damping coefficient c d of the MEID spring vary according to the stiffness of the MEID spring. In addition, the ground damping coefficient c f also varies according to the MEID spring parameters. The relationships are described by linear interpolation as follows:
where the interpolation parameters are based on the experimental results in Sec. IV. Figure 6 shows the relationships between the contact stiffness of the damper mass and the maximum rebound height. In the soft ground case (k f 7.5 × 10 4 N∕m), the minimum value of the maximum rebound height appears in the vicinity of the contact stiffness k d 4.2 × 10 3 N∕m. This value corresponds to the optimal design parameter for the soft ground case. In the hard ground case (k f 3.6 × 10 5 N∕m), the optimal k d 1.6 × 10 4 N∕m.
C. Simulation Study for Momentum Exchange Impact Damper Comparisons
This subsection shows the simulation results for the MEIDs. In the HMEID case, the stiffness control discussed in Sec. II is applied to the system. In addition, the actuator attracts the damper mass during the body's contact with the ground to further compress the MEID spring. Here, the actuator input voltage limitation is set to 500 V.
To evaluate some different responses upon landing, two typical cases of parameter conditions are compared: 1) landing on soft ground with MEIDs tuned for soft ground and 2) landing on soft ground with MEIDs tuned for hard ground. Here, the stiffness of the soft ground is k f 7.5 × 10 4 N∕m and that of the hard ground is k f 3.6 × 10 5 N∕m. Values of c d , c f , and m s in this subsection are obtained using the formulas in Eq. (9) . These parameters are summarized in Table 2 .
The results of the two cases are summarized in Figs. 7 and 8 . The figures show the displacement of the main body, the input voltage, the actuator current, the mechanical energy of the body mass, the potential energy of the MEID spring, and the energy generated by the actuator. The right-hand graphs are enlargements of the corresponding left-hand graphs. Figure 7 shows the results for landing on soft ground with the MEIDs tuned for soft ground. Figure 7a shows that the maximum rebound height of the main body is largest in the case without the damper mass. The maximum rebound height in the case with PMEID is smaller than the case without the damper mass, and the height for the HMEID case is the smallest of all, due to the actuator control. The control input voltage and current of the actuator are shown in Figs. 7b and 7c. Figure 7d shows the time responses of the mechanical energy in the three cases. After takeoff, the mechanical energy is reduced in all cases due to both soil damping and MEID effects. When the spacecraft lands on the ground, the potential energy of the MEID spring is temporarily stored and soon released, as shown in Fig. 7e . In the HMEID case, an actuator gives energy to the spacecraft and the damper mass. These responses are also shown in Fig. 7e . During this process, the mechanical energy of the spacecraft body is reduced, and the maximum rebound height likewise reduced. Figure 8 shows the case in which the MEID spring is set to a harder value than the optimal one. Ground stiffness is the same as for Fig. 7 (k f 7.5 × 10 4 N∕m), but the MEID spring stiffness is set to k d 1.6 × 10 4 N∕m, which is the optimal value for k f 3.6 × 10 5 N∕m. Figure 8a shows that the maximum rebound heights in the cases with MEIDs are larger than those in Fig. 7 . Figures 8b and 8c show that, if the MEID spring stiffness is harder than the optimal value, a larger control input voltage and actuator current are necessary. Figure 8d shows that the convergent values of the mechanical energy with MEIDs become larger than those in Fig. 7d. Figure 8e shows that the maximum value of the potential energy of the MEID spring in the PMEID case is smaller than that in the PMEID case in Fig. 7e . Thus, the PMEID effect becomes weak. In addition, the energy given by the actuator is larger than that in Fig. 7e 
The cases of landing on hard ground (k f 3.6 × 10 5 N∕m) are discussed in [19] in detail. Similar to Fig. 7 , the maximum rebound height of the spacecraft is reduced with MEIDs, especially with the HMEID. The results indicate that, if the MEID spring stiffness is softer than the optimal value, the PMEID effect becomes weak, and the HMEID needs more actuator energy than in the optimal stiffness case. Figure 9 shows the results for landing on soft ground with the AMEID. The design stiffness k d of the stiffness control is set to 1.6 × 10 4 N∕m so that the maximum rebound height of the body becomes the same as that of HMEID in Fig. 7a . The energy generated by the actuator is 16 J with the AMEID. Seeing Fig. 7e , the energy generated by the actuator is 14 J with the HMEID. Thus, the HMEID can reduce the required actuator energy compared to the AMEID.
D. Simulation Study for Momentum Exchange Impact Damper Robustness
The investigation of MEID robustness against ground stiffness variation is a fundamental investigation for the development of robust landing gear and is discussed in this subsection. The robustness against other uncertainty such as mass variation, variation of electric time constant of the actuator, and so on is discussed in [17] . In the actual experimental system, the ground damping coefficient c f varies according to the ground stiffness k f . The relationships are described as follows:
Without the damper mass (m b is 3.9 kg): 
With the HMEID (m b is 3.9 kg, m d is 0.72 kg):
where the interpolation parameters are based on the experimental results in Sec. IV.
The maximum rebound heights in the case without the damper mass (dashed), with the PMEID (thin), and with the HMEID (bold) are summarized in Fig. 10 . The ground stiffness range is k f 10 4 ∼ 10 6 N∕m. The MEID spring stiffness k d is tuned to 4.2 × 10 3 N∕m in Fig. 10a and 1 .6 × 10 4 N∕m in Fig. 10b , which correspond to the optimal design parameters for the ground stiffness k f 7.5 × 10 4 N∕m and k f 3.6 × 10 5 N∕m, respectively. Both Figs. 10a and 10b show that the PMEID performance is better than that for the case without the damper mass, and the HMEID case is the most effective of all. Therefore, the robustness of HMEID against ground stiffness variation is confirmed.
IV. Experimental Studies
This section describes experiments conducted to investigate the MEID performances discussed so far.
A. Controlled Object Example
In this paper, a single-legged falling shock experimental system, as shown in Fig. 11 , is adopted as an example of a controlled object. The system consists of a damper mass, an MEID spring, and a body mass, and has a voice coil motor. The parameters of the voice coil motor have the same values as in Table 1 . One difference from the simulation section is that, due to the actuator constraint, the control input voltage limitation of the voice coil motor is 40 V in the experiments. The displacement of the body is detected by a rotary encoder. The relative displacement between the top of the MEID spring and the body is detected by a potentiometer. Because the contact stiffness between the damper mass and the MEID spring is hard, the displacement of the top of the MEID spring is regarded as the displacement of the damper mass.
Schematics of the controlled object models are shown in Fig. 12 . They include the damping coefficient and Coulomb friction of the linear guide. In this experimental studies section, two kinds of the body and damper masses are prepared. One is the mass with an actuator mass and the other is the mass without it. The body and damper masses of HMEID include actuator parts' masses. Unlike the simulation case, those of the PMEID do not include an actuator mass in this experimental section. Thus, the load capacity, the mass excluding an actuator mass, of the three models in Fig. 12 is set to the same value. The values of the experimental system parameters are shown in Table 3 . shows the relationship between the contact stiffness of the damper mass and the maximum rebound height for both the simulation and experimental results. The experimental results are based on the average value of 10 experiments in each condition. The standard deviations of the experimental results are shown in Fig. 13b . The deviations are small enough. Thus, the experiments are conducted with satisfactory accuracy. The minimum value of the maximum rebound height appears to be in the vicinity of the contact stiffness of 1.7 × 10 4 N∕m. Thus, this value corresponds to the optimal design parameter for k f 3.6 × 10 5 N∕m. For the experiments, five types of MEID springs are prepared, with k d 1.5, 3.0, 5.0, 10, and 20 × 10 3 N∕m. k d 20 × 10 3 N∕m is chosen as a suboptimal MEID spring for k f 3.6 × 10 5 N∕m because the real optimal value is different from the prepared MEID spring stiffness. Also, a discrepancy between the simulation and experimental results at low stiffness levels in Fig. 13 comes from nonlinear phenomenon of the MEID spring. The MEID spring completely shrunk at low stiffness levels. The low range stiffness is not used in simulations and experiments conducted in the following sections.
C. Experimental Study for Momentum Exchange Impact Damper Comparison
To evaluate responses upon landing, two typical cases of parameter conditions are also compared: 1) landing on the hard ground with MEIDs tuned for hard ground and 2) landing on the soft ground with MEIDs tuned for hard ground. Here, the stiffness of the soft ground is the same as in Sec. III, k f 7.5 × 10 4 N∕m, and that of the hard ground is k f 3.6 × 10 5 N∕m. The results of the two cases are summarized in Figs. 14 and 15 . The figures show the displacement of the main body, the input voltage, and the actuator current. The righthand graphs are enlargement of the corresponding left-hand graphs. Figure 14 shows the case for hard ground, k f 3.6 × 10 5 N∕m. The maximum rebound height in the case without the damper mass is much higher than for the cases with MEIDs. The height in the case with the HMEID is slightly lower than that of the PMEID due to the active control. However, the control input voltage exceeds the limitation of 40 V so that the overall HMEID performance becomes lower than the case with a limitation of 500 V. Figure 15 shows the case for soft ground, k f 7.5 × 10 4 N∕m. The maximum rebound heights for the PMEID case and the HMEID case are higher than those in Fig. 14. 
D. Experimental Study for Momentum Exchange Impact Damper Robustness
In the actual experimental system, the ground damping coefficient c f varies according to the ground stiffness k f . The relationship is described as follows:
Without the damper mass (m b is 3.3 kg):
With the PMEID (m b is 3.3 kg, m d is 0.49 kg)
where the interpolation parameters are based on the experimental results. Figure 16 summarizes the MEID robustness against the ground stiffness variation. Experimental results show the average value of 10 experiments in each condition. The parameter conditions of Fig. 16 are summarized in Table 4 . Seeing Figs. 16a1 and 16b1 , the maximum rebound height in the case without the damper mass is obviously the highest of the various cases. The results of the HMEID with the control input voltage limitation of 40 V are slightly better than those of the PMEID. However, if the limitation is 500 V, the HMEID performance is the best. Figures 16a2-16a4, 16b2 , and 16b3 show experimental standard deviations of the 10 experimental results and the model-predicted deviations. The upper bound traces for the model-predicted deviations indicate the −10 and −30% perturbations of c f , c fg , and μ g from their nominal values. The lower bound traces indicate the 10 and 30% perturbations of these parameters. The experimental standard deviations are small enough compared to the model-predicted deviations. Thus, the experiments are conducted with satisfactory accuracy. If the same total mass condition is used for both the PMEID and the HMEID, the difference between the PMEID and the HMEID with 40 V becomes closer, but the HMEID with 500 V is still superior to any other mechanism. Clear differences between the PMEID case and the HMEID case cannot be verified by experiments due to the actuator constraint. However, the HMEID would be clearly superior to the PMEID if a high-power actuator became available in the near future. 
V. Two-Dimensional Case Discussion
In discussions of the multilegged spacecraft model, it is important to study rotational motion from the viewpoint of the prevention of tripping. As a preliminary study, this section describes the 2-D motion analyses conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of MEIDs in cases that include rotational motion. As an example of 2-D motion analyses, this paper investigated the landing of a single-legged model on a slope.
A. Controlled Object Model
In this section, the 2-D response of a single-legged landing gear system is analyzed. The landing terrain is a slope with an incline of 35 deg. The inclined angle corresponds to the angle that the spacecraft model in [12] tripped over.
The model of the single-legged landing gear system with the HMEID is shown in Fig. 17 . The kinetic energy T e , potential energy U e , and dissipation energy D e of the model are described as follows:
By using Eqs. (5) and (12), the equation of motion of the model with the HMEID is derived from the Lagrange equation of motion as follows:
where x 1legH t is the state vector of the model with the HMEID and x 1leg t is the vector of generalized coordinates. The model with a PMEID corresponds to the model in which the actuator dynamics are eliminated from Fig. 17 . The equation of motion of the model with the PMEID is shown as follows:
where x 1legP t is the state vector of the model with the PMEID. The model without the damper mass corresponds to the model in which the actuator dynamics and the damper mass are eliminated from the model in Fig. 17 . The equation of motion of the model without the damper mass is shown as follows:
where x 1legN t is the state vector of the model without the damper mass and x 1leg t is the vector of generalized coordinates of the model without the damper mass. Displacements of the gravitational point of the system x g t and y g t correspond to displacements of the gravitational point of the body x b t and y b t in this model.
The models with MEIDs change to the model without the damper mass after the moment of the damper mass separation. Following the angular momentum conservation law, the angular velocity of the body after the damper mass separation _ θ bA is calculated from the angular velocity of the body before the damper mass separation _ θ bB as follows:
Parameters of the model are summarized in Fig. 17 have the same values as in Table 1 . The body configuration is assumed as a circular cylinder of height L u L l . Thus, the inertia of the body is calculated from the body mass m b and the length of the body L u L l . The dynamic frictional coefficient is based on [12] .
B. Simulation Results
Figures 18-20 show the simulation results for landing on a slope with the soft ground (k f 7.5 × 10 4 N∕m) in the case without the damper mass, with the PMEID, and with the HMEID, respectively. The contact dynamics between the top of the body and the slope are not considered in the simulations. Thus, these figures show the responses before the moment that the top of the body touches the ground. Fig. 17 Model of a single-legged landing gear system with a HMEID landing on a slope. Figures 18a, 19a, and 20a show the displacements in the normal direction to the slope, x tn t, x bn t, and x FPn t. These values are described as the following equations: Thus, the rebound height is well reduced by MEIDs, especially by the HMEID for both landing on a slope with the soft ground and hard ground. These results indicate that the HMEID is still effective if the model includes rotational motion. These results can suggest the effectiveness of the HMEID for a multilegged model. 
VI. Conclusions
This paper proposes a robust landing gear system for spacecrafts using hybrid momentum exchange impact dampers (HMEIDs). The system reduces the effects of shock responses. The effectiveness of the system is evaluated by simulations and experiments. The results are summarized as follows:
1) The theoretical basis for the time responses of the energies of momentum exchange impact dampers (MEIDs) is explained.
2) The proposed landing gear system is modeled, which is called the mass-damper-spring model (MDS) model. The robustness of the MDS model with the HMEID against ground stiffness variation is verified by simulations, and then, a part of the simulation is validated with experimental results.
3) Two-dimensional motion analyses are discussed, and the effectiveness of the HMEID for landing of a single-legged model on a slope is verified.
The simulation and the experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed model that uses a MEID, especially a HMEID, for reducing the shock responses of a landing spacecraft. 
